Patrick M. Brown

International SAWE President
Cessna Aircraft Company
Let me be the first to welcome you to Houston, Texas, home to the
70th Annual International Conference of the Society of Allied Weight
Engineers. This year our conference is hosted by the Houston Chapter.
This marks the Society’s and Chapter’s first time for an International
Conference in Houston. Founded in 1836 and named after General
Sam Houston, the city’s economy is based on energy, manufacturing,
aerospace, transportation, and health care. In fact, Houston has the
largest concentration of healthcare and research institutions in the world and is known as
the energy capital of the world. Houston is also home to NASA’s Johnson Space Center where
the famous Mission Control Center resides. Port of Houston ranks first in the United States
in international waterborne tonnage. Houston is the largest city in Texas and the 6th largest
city in the United States. With its rich history and global presence, Houston represents not
only an outstanding growth opportunity for our Society, but also an ideal location for our
International Conference. For me, it is very exciting to participate in a first time event.
Whether you flew in to the George Bush Intercontinental Airport, the William P. Hobby
Airport, or drove in from any point on the compass, you are now in the capable hands of the
Hilton Westchase Hotel staff. Located on the outer loop highway and on the southwest side
of the city, the hotel is very well situated for our needs. The Westchase has all the amenities
that one would expect from a Hilton Hotel. With 295 guest rooms and 13,000 square feet of
ballroom and meeting space, the hotel is perfectly sized for our conference. I can personally
attest that there are several fine shopping and dining establishments within sight of the hotel
and well within walking distance. If that is not enough, the beaches of Galveston are only
an hour away.
If you have never attended an SAWE International Conference (or even if you have), you will
truly enjoy this conference and your stay here in Houston. For most of us, the conference
begins Sunday evening with the opening night mixer and ends Wednesday night with the
Awards Banquet. Interspersed between those two events is a perfect balance of social and
technical events. From the Opening Session Speaker, to the training, technical sessions, and
the Standards and Practices luncheon speaker, William Frank (ExxonMobil Development),
you will find no better opportunity to listen and learn from fellow practitioners of Mass
Properties Engineering. After all, the conference and the technical exchange that occurs here
is entirely about practicing engineers learning from practicing engineers. It is the foundation
on which everything that our Society holds of value is built. Bracketing the opening and
closing events is Sunday’s Galveston Tour and Thursday’s trip to NASA’s Johnson Space
Center and Mission Control. Besides the events mentioned above, there is also a Houston
Tour, a Barbeque Dinner, a trip to the Houston Museum of Natural Science, a Texas Hold
‘Em Poker tournament, and a lunch and shopping event planned for your entertainment.
While you are not likely to attend all of the training courses offered, or see all of the technical
presentations given, or go on all of the eating and sightseeing adventures, you will surely find
the compromise of technical and social events that most suits you.
The Executive Committee and the Houston Chapter worked hard to bring you the best
technical content, training courses, Exhibitor and Sponsor support for this conference. We
strived to provide you with the experiences that will enable you to be both engaged and
successful in the upcoming year.
Please take the time to visit each of the exhibitor booths. Sample their wares, discuss the
technical merits of their products, and most importantly… thank them for supporting our
conference.
“Thank You,” for attending this conference.
Patrick M. Brown
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Rick Watkins

Conference Chairman
Altair Engineering

The Houston Chapter of the SAWE is proud to welcome you to the 70th
annual International Conference on Mass Properties. The members of
the local Host Committee have put together a fantastic array of technical
presentations and social events to make the Conference a delightful
combination of both business and pleasure.
I believe that the SAWE manages to have such well-attended conferences
year after year because we consistently have great technical content, and
we leverage the great diversity of locations in which they are held. This
year marks the first time the SAWE has held an International Conference
in Houston, and we hope you will leave here with a better understanding
of why millions of people are proud to call it home.
Historically, Houston has prided itself on being the Energy Capital of the
World, but we are also home to world-renowned medical research, NASA,
sports teams, arts, and tourist attractions. And barbeque – do not forget
the barbeque. We are holding different social events every day of the
conference so you can be sure to get out and experience a taste of all that
Houston has to offer. So if you are not already signed up, head over to
Registration and save yourself a spot for some off-site fun.
Last, but not least, the Conference would not be possible without the
support of our Sponsors and Exhibitors, so take a few minutes to go check
out their wares while you are munching a donut and sipping your coffee.
----------Rick Watkins
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Keith Reiley

Program Manager, Commercial Crew Development
The Boeing Company - Space Exploration Division
Opening Session Guest of Honor
Keith Reiley is Program Manager, Commercial Crew Development, in the
Space Exploration division of The Boeing Company. Mr. Reiley has 30
years of experience in space systems design, operations, and development.
He began his career as a Department of Defense satellite controller and
has subsequently served as a space shuttle mission controller, held a
wide variety of positions in the International Space Station (ISS) program,
and managed a number of commercial satellite initiatives. On ISS, Mr.
Reiley served as an assembly engineer, launch package manager, Russian
segment integration manager, manager for the Mission Integration Office,
and manager for Program Integration. He joined Hughes Satellite division
in 2000 (which later became Boeing Satellite Systems) as a manager of a
variety of satellite programs, including the Thuraya Program, a turnkey
communications system providing satellite phone service over Europe, the
Middle East, North Africa, and Western Asia. He then joined Boeing’s
Space Exploration team as Chief Engineer, serving in various capacities,
including Program Manager for Boeing’s lunar lander effort and manager of
Boeing’s Commercial Space Development programs. Mr. Reiley graduated
from the University of Oklahoma with a bachelor’s degree in engineering
physics. He also has a master’s degree in systems engineering from the
University of Houston.
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Robert J. Hundl

Vice President – Technical Director
The Boeing Company

William Boze

Deputy VP – Technical Director
North America
Huntington Ingalls Industries, Inc

Werner Massinger

Deputy VP – Technical Director
Europe
EADS Cassidian Air Systems

Since its inception in 1939, the purpose of the SAWE has been to promote the
exchange of technical information and new ideas in Mass Properties Engineering.
The SAWE International Conference is the annual meeting that brings together
mass properties professionals from throughout the world. These dedicated men
and women work in close cooperation with, and address the needs of, industry,
government, and other engineering and manufacturing organizations. The 2011
Technical Tracks are a result of input from these mass properties professionals with
the combined efforts of the International Officers, the 2011 conference committee,
and the Technical Committee.
We, as engineering professionals, again have the opportunity to learn firsthand
about important initiatives, research, and the latest developments in our discipline
through specialized technical tracks and discussions. Since ours is a community
of practicing engineers as well as a unique engineering discipline, this interchange
is a special opportunity for all of those who participate. We especially encourage
young engineers to take the opportunity to learn directly from more experienced
peers and colleagues. This conference is a forum for individual presentations
and panel discussions on applied mass properties technology for the design;
manufacturing; testing; and utilization of air, land, sea, and space vehicles and
their associated systems/subsystems.
The first and third days of the conference will consist of eight different technical
discussion tracks. The supplier exposition again offers all attendees the opportunity
to view new products, technology, and processes firsthand. This conference is
the only one of its kind in the industry and always provides the opportunity for
broadened personal contact with other members of the profession and leaders in
industry and government(s).
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Bill Griffiths

Vice President Vendor Relations
The Aerospace Corporation

Paul Kennedy

Deputy Vice President Vendor Relations
Space Electronics LLC

Claudia Rosenberger

Deputy Vice President Vendor Relations
usb GmbH

Alfred Munoz

Houston Chapter Vendor Coordinator
SBM Atlantia

The Vendor Relations Team would like to take this opportunity to welcome
our exhibitors and sponsors to the 70th Annual International Conference
on Mass Properties Engineering. We appreciate your commitment to the
SAWE, and sincerely hope that this year’s conference provides excellent
networking opportunities for you. This year’s sponsors and exhibitors
are:

Gold Sponsors

Silver Sponsors
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Bronze Sponsors

Exhibitors
CMW Incorporated
Dynamic Materials Corporation
General Electrodynamics Corporation
HE-Aviation
Huntington Ingalls Industries
i.e. Solutions
Intercomp Company

Mecanica Solutions
SBM Atlantia
ShipWeight -BAS Engineering
Space Electronics LLC
Stanley Vidmar
Teknoscale OY

Break Sponsors
General Electrodynamics Corporation
Huntington Ingalls Industries

Intercomp Company

As a conference attendee, you will be afforded the opportunity to meet with
exhibitors and take advantage of the wealth of knowledge they possess.
The exhibits at this year’s conference will provide you with an awareness of
the newest concepts, products, and services offered by vendors, suppliers,
and major contractors. Exhibitor displays are located in OMNI Ballrooms
A and B. Industries represented include scale and balancing machine
manufacturers, shipbuilders, advanced materials suppliers, computer
software developers, and hardware vendors. One of the themes of this
year’s conference is the Offshore Oil Industry, and in keeping with that
theme, we welcome SBM Atlantia as an exhibitor.
Exhibitor and Sponsor representatives will be available in the exhibit area
daily. In addition, Exhibitor and Sponsor presentations are scheduled in
all of the Technical Tracks. We encourage you to visit the displays and
discuss the products and technologies with the attending representatives.
Coffee breaks are the traditional time to talk with exhibitors, but we
encourage you to engage them at any time. Vendor-provided literature is
available from most exhibitors, the better to share your experience with
your colleagues when you return to work.
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Alan Titcomb

Standards & Practices Committee Chairman
Huntington Ingalls Industries, Inc —
Newport News Shipbuilding
Alan.Titcomb@hii-nns.com
The objective of the SAWE’s Standards and Practices Committee,
or SPC, is to serve the mass properties profession by providing
a non-proprietary, consensus forum for the development of
industry products that respond to the needs of our members and their customers.
Much of this work centers on Recommended Practices, or RPs, of many types
including requirements, best practices, product and process standards. In
addition to industry-specific standards, this our first year with a cross-industry
standard, an introduction and overview of mass properties control for commercial
and military systems. However, SPC activities are not limited to RPs alone. Just
about any activity that serves the society membership in a given industry sector
is acceptable. Past examples have included textbooks, handbooks, and industry
surveys. An unofficial objective of the SPC is to foster the development of products
that make our professional activities more efficient, more consistent, and more
valuable for the professionals of today and tomorrow, as well as clearer and more
understandable to our customers.
Planned SPC Events
The SPC is such an important activity that the SAWE dedicates an entire day to it.
That day will feature the following highlights:
Opening Session – A kick-off to the day’s activities at which the year’s progress will
be reviewed, our progress towards becoming an official ANSI-recognized Standards
Developing Organization will be presented, and future objectives will be discussed.
In addition, David Tellet will provide us an overview of recent efforts to develop a
significant contribution on the measurement of mass properties to an upcoming
reference work called Engineering Measurement Encyclopedia to be published by
Wiley.
SPC Luncheon – This year we are fortunate to have Mr. William Frank from
ExxonMobil Development Company as a luncheon speaker who will describe
the role of mass properties engineering in the offshore oil and gas exploration
industry.
SPC Break-out Sessions – As is traditional, each industry committee will meet
in separate break-out sessions. During these meetings chaired by industry and
government leaders, industry needs and opportunities are reviewed, the year’s
activities are presented, and future activities are planned. Present standards
are reviewed for currency and new standards are formulated. Specific industry
breakout sessions include:
•
Marine Systems
•
Military Aircraft
•
Offshore Marine Systems
•
Missiles and Space Systems
•
Airline Affairs
The SPC invites all members and visitors to participate and improve the mass
properties profession as it relates to your specific industry. We always welcome new
ideas, new participants, and new contributions. Help us improve our profession by
participating in SAWE SPC activities.
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Key
Social Events

Technical Track

Vendors & Exhibitors

Conference Special Event

Training Classes

S&P Sessions

Food Breaks

Registration/Hospitality

Friday, May 13, 2011
5PM - 12AM

Hospitality Suite

Chancellor Suite

Saturday, May 14, 2011
7AM - 9AM

Registration Desk

Foyer

8AM - 4PM

Board of Directors Meeting Breakfast/
Lunch/Breaks Included

Ballrooms A-B

8AM - 5PM

Ship Inclining - Bill Fox

Westchase B-C

10AM - 10:30AM

Morning Break

Ballroom A

12PM - 1PM

Lunch Break

Instructor Choice

3PM - 3:30PM

Afternoon Break

Ballroom A

2:30PM - ??

Houston Astros - New York Mets
Baseball Game

Meet in Lobby of Hotel

5PM - 12AM

Hospitality Suite

Chancellor Suite

7AM - 9AM

Registration Desk

Foyer

8AM - 12PM

Principles of Weight Management in the
Offshore Oil Industry - Andy Schuster,
David Bennett

Westchase C

8AM - 5PM

Aircraft Weighing - Tom Oole

Westchase B

9AM - 3:30PM

Galveston Tour - Lone Star Flight
Museum, ELISSA or Ocean Star Museum

Meet in Lobby of Hotel

10AM - 10:30AM

Morning Break

Ballroom A

10AM - 4PM

Vendor Exhibits - Set-up

Ballrooms A-B

12PM - 1PM

Lunch

Instructor Choice

1PM - 5PM

Weight Estimating Methods for the
Offshore Oil Industry - Andy Schuster,
David Bennett

Westchase C

3PM - 3:30PM

Afternoon Break

Ballroom A

3PM - 6PM

Registration Desk

Foyer

5PM - 7PM

Welcome Reception

West Wind and
Outdoor Pool Area

7PM - 12AM

Hospitality Suite

Chancellor Suite

Sunday, May 15, 2011
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Monday, May 16, 2011
7AM - 10AM

Registration Desk

Foyer

8AM - 9AM

Opening Session – Keith Reiley

Ballrooms C–D

9AM - 5PM

Vendor Exhibits

Ballrooms A-B

9AM - 12PM

Systems Verification and Flight
Technology - Space & Unmanned

Ballrooms C–D

9AM - 6PM

Aircraft Weighing - Tom Oole

Offsite

9AM - 6PM

Measurement of Mass Properties - Jerry
Pierson

Westchase B–C

9:30AM - 3PM

Houston Tour

Meet in Lobby of Hotel

10AM - 10:30AM

Morning Break

Ballroom A

12PM - 1:30PM

Technical Committee Meeting

Conference Room A

12PM - 1:30PM

Lunch Break

1:30PM - 2:30PM

Officers One-on-One Meeting

Conference Room C

1:30PM - 5:30PM

Integrated Product Design

Ballrooms C–D

3PM - 3:30PM

Afternoon Break

Ballroom A

6PM - ??

Barbecue Dinner

Meet in Lobby of Hotel

8PM - 12AM

Hospitality Suite

Chancellor Suite

Tuesday, May 17, 2011
7AM - 12PM

Registration Desk

Foyer

8AM - 5PM

Vendor Exhibits

Ballrooms A-B

8AM - 9AM

S&P - Joint Session

Ballrooms C–D

9AM - 12PM

S&P - Breakout Sessions
Marine Systems
Airline Affairs
Military Aircraft
Missiles and Space Systems
Offshore Marine

Ballrooms C–D
Westchase B
Westchase C
Conference Room A
Chancellor Suite

9:30AM - 3:30PM

Houston Museum of Natural Science

Meet in Lobby of Hotel

10AM - 10:30AM

Morning Break

Ballroom A

12PM - 1:30PM

S&P Luncheon - Speaker: William R.
Frank

West Wind

1:30PM - 4PM

S&P - Breakout Sessions
Marine Systems
Airline Affairs
Military Aircraft
Missiles and Space Systems
Offshore Marine
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Ballrooms C–D
Westchase B
Westchase C
Conference Room A
Chancellor Suite

Tuesday, May 17, 2011
3PM - 3:30PM

Afternoon Break

Ballroom A

4PM - 5PM

S&P - Joint Session

Ballrooms C–D

6:30PM - 11PM

Texas Hold ‘em Poker Tournament

TBA

10PM - 12AM

Hospitality Suite

Chancellor Suite

7AM - 12PM

Registration Desk

Foyer

8AM - 5PM

Vendor Exhibits

Ballrooms A-B

8AM - 5PM

Airline Weight and Balance Operations Brian Chapman

Westchase B

Automated Weight and Balance System
(AWBS) Software Training
Pat McIntyre

Westchase C

8AM - 12PM

Marine Systems Design

Ballrooms C–D

9:30AM - 3PM

Houston Galleria

Meet in Lobby of Hotel

10AM - 10:30AM

Morning Break

Ballroom A

12PM - 1:30PM

Lunch Break

1:30PM - 3:30PM

Flight Technology - Manned and Land
Vehicle Technology

Ballrooms C–D

1:30PM - 3:30PM

Strategic Planning Meeting

Ambassador Suite

3PM - 3:30PM

Afternoon Break

Ballroom A

3:30PM - 4:30PM

Lessons Learned Meeting
followed by
2012 Conference Planning Meeting

Ambassador Suite

3:30PM - 5PM

Student Presentations

Ballrooms C–D

4PM - 5PM

Vendor Exhibits - Tear Down

Ballrooms A-B

6PM - 7PM

Social Hour

West Wind and Outdoor
Pool Area

7PM - 10PM

Awards Banquet

West Wind

10PM - 12AM

Hospitality Suite

Chancellor Suite

Wednesday, May 18, 2011

Thursday, May 19, 2011
8AM - 6PM

ShipWeight User Group Meeting

Conference Room A

8:30AM - 2PM

Space Center Houston

Meet in Lobby of Hotel

Key
Social Events

Technical Track

Vendors & Exhibitors

Conference Special Event

Training Classes

S&P Sessions

Food Breaks

Registration/Hospitality
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Officers One on One Meeting
The President and Executive Director will host this meeting between the
incoming and outgoing elected officers. The purpose of the meeting is to
effect a successful handoff of duties to the new officers, and help get them
up the learning curve with ongoing tasks and setting new near and longterm priorities. This especially helps the Executive Committee as a group
set a common focus and agenda for the coming year.

Strategic Planning Meeting
The Strategic Planning Meeting has been a vehicle for the President and
Executive Director to do brainstorming and explore ideas for near and
long-term planning with members of the Board of Directors, and any other
interested parties, outside the confines of the official BoD meeting. This
year’s meeting will be held at the discretion of the incoming President, and
an announcement will be made during the conference.

SAWE International Leadership
Patrick Brown

President

Cessna Aircraft

Jeff Cerro

Executive Vice President

NASA Langley

Clint Bower

Senior Vice President

Intercomp Company

Andrew Brooks

Vice President Internet Operations

Lockheed Martin

Robert Ridenour

Vice President Publications

SAWE

Robert Hundl

Vice President Technical Director

The Boeing Company

George Lindberg

Vice President Training

GEC

William Griffiths

Vice President Vendor Relations

The Aerospace			
Corporation

Alan Titcomb

Standards & Practices
Chairman

Huntington Ingalls
Industries, Inc

Ronald Fox

Executive Director

SAWE
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Hotel Information
Hilton Houston Westchase
9999 Westheimer Road
Houston, Texas 77042
USA

Phone: 1-713-974-1000
Fax: 1-713-974-6866
Website: westchase.hilton.com
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Engineering Simulation Platform

On-demand Computing Technology

Product Innovation Consulting

®

®

Enterprise Analytics Solutions

Simulation
Driven Innovation
Built on a foundation of enterprise
analytics, performance simulation
software, and on-demand
computing technologies,
Altair delivers platform solutions
for rapid decision-making
to get to the ‘right’ answer faster.

www.altair.com
Industrial Design Technology

®

®

Solid State Lighting Products

Innovation Intelligence

®

Monday, May 16, 2011
9 a.m. – Noon

Paul Kennedy

Systems Verification and Flight
Technology - Space & Unmanned
Omni Ballrooms C–D

Space Electronics LLC

Robert Zimmerman

Lockheed Martin Space System Company

The System Verification track covers aspects of Mass Properties Engineering as they relate to
the actual measurement and determination of mass properties data. Topics include:
• Mass Properties measurement systems and technology
• Development of techniques/procedures/processes
• Alignment techniques and equipment
• Scales, load cells, and weighing systems and their use
• Design and use of support fixtures and tooling
• Handling fuel and other “moving” parts
• Sources of error and troubleshooting
The Flight Technology – Space & Unmanned track covers aspects of Mass Properties
Engineering as they relate to spacecraft, missiles, and similar vehicles that operate both in
and outside of the atmosphere. Topics include:
• Spacecraft – Manned and Unmanned
• Satellites
• Missiles
• UAVs, RPVs, and CRVs
• Rockets and Staged Vehicles
• Space Planes and Hybrid Vehicles
• Mass versus Weight: Vehicle Control in Air and Vacuum
3523

A Development of the Estimation Model of KUH Fuel CG by Application of the
Response Surface Model
		
-Kanghoon Lee, Korea Aerospace Industries
Exhibitor Presentation: Space Electronics
Break
Sponsor Presentation: Altair Engineering
3537 Theoretical Assessment of Inertia Tensor Measurement Accuracy
Part 1: Problem Definition and Basic Analysis
			 -Giorgio Previati, Giampiro Mastinu, Massimiliano Gobbi,
			 Politecnico di Milano, Department of Mechnical Engineering, Milano, Italy
Sponsor Presentation: Intercomp Company
3538 Theoretical Assessment of Inertia Tensor Measurement Accuracy
		 Part 2: General Case
			 -Giorgio Previati, Giampiro Mastinu, Massimiliano Gobbi,
			 Politecnico di Milano, Department of Mechnical Engineering, Milano, Italy
3524 Aerostatic Spherical Bearing
		
-Arun Kumar, ISRO Satellite Centre, Bangalore, India
		
-A. Sekar, ISRO Satellite Centre, Bangalore, India
3525 Mass Properties Integration: The United States Space Shuttle System 2011
		
- Clint Stephenson, The Boeing Company, BDS – Space Exploration
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Monday, May 16, 2011
1:30 p.m. – 5 p.m.

Integrated Product Design
Omni Ballrooms C–D
Vidas Kiskunas

Rob Gilchrist
The Boeing Company

Goodrich Corporation
The Integrated Product Design track covers aspects of Mass Properties Engineering
as they relate to optimizing a design from initial concept to product release, with
special emphasis on tools and software that coordinate and share information
across multiple disciplines. Topics include:
• Computer-Aided Design Tools
• Weight Optimization Techniques
• Structural Optimization and Analysis
• Software Technology for Weight Grouping, Coding, and Mass Distribution
• Calculating Mass Properties in a CAD Solid Modeling Environment
• Cost/Weight Interrelationship
3530 Distributed Mass Properties Comparison
			 - James Smith, Gulfstream Aerospace
Exhibitor Presentation: HE-Aviation
3531 Weight Data Management for Completion of Corporate Jets
			 - Ragaa Mitry, Gulfstream Aerospace
Break
3532 Professional Development Education Requirements and Their Role in the SAWE
			 - Anthony Primozich, SAWE Deputy Vice President - Training, Dayton,Ohio
Exhibitor Presentation: Mecanica Solutions
3534 Mass Properties Requirements for Marine Design Software
		
- Alan Titcomb, Huntington Ingalls Industries, Inc
		
- Keith Carter, Huntington Ingalls Industries, Inc
		
- Ronnie Moore, Huntington Ingalls Industries, Inc
Exhibitor Presentation: i.e. Solutions
3535 Innovative Design with Bi-Level Topology Optimization
		
- Alain Remouchamps, Michael Bruyneel - SAMTECH sa, Belgium
		
- Stephane Grihon, Airbus, France
		
- Claude Fleury, University of Leige, Belgium
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Joint Standards and Practices Workshop
Omni Ballrooms
Alan Titcomb

C–D

Standards & Practices Committee Chairman
Huntington Ingalls Industries, Inc

The Standards and Practices workshops held during each SAWE International
Conference provide unique opportunities for engineers in all disciplines and from
both the Government side of the table and the industry side to express their views,
discuss their common concerns, and work together to develop and improve the
mass properties guidance documents and processes that are so fundamental to
our profession.
I am grateful to many members this year because we have again added some fine
new documents such as the first cross-industry standard, TO-1, and a new marine
standard, RP-M-9 on Shipboard Weight Surveys and two others are being revised
and should be official by conference time. In addition to Recommended Practices,
one of our SPC leaders has developed a 60-page chapter on Mass Properties
Management to be included in a soon-to-be-published multi-volume reference work
entitled Engineering Measurement Encyclopedia. All in all, these efforts represent
a great contribution to the profession of mass properties engineering!
Again this year, the primary emphasis will be on our sector breakout sessions. The
morning will start with a one hour overview of SPC activities after which we will
break into the five working groups:

Marine Systems

Airline Affairs

Military Aircraft

Missile and Space Systems

Offshore Industries

I regret to announce that our Ground Vehicles Committee will be considered
inactive until industry participation warrants the reinitiation of this committee.
The breakout groups will present their results at the end of the day during a Joint
Session open to all attendees.
I urge all of you to become involved in the sector committee of your choice. Please
try to propose or volunteer for a cross-industry project that will be of interest to
you and your employer. The Standards and Practices Committee looks forward to
your active participation in our Tuesday activities.
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William R. (Bill) Frank

ExxonMobil Development Company
S&P Luncheon Guest of Honor

Our speaker is William Frank, Offshore Structures supervisor with ExxonMobil
Development Company in Houston, Texas. Bill has Bachelors and Masters degrees
in Engineering from the University of Texas at Austin. During his graduate work, he
specialized in structural dynamics and experimental modal analysis and executed
several test programs, including a test to measure the mass properties of the tail
control surfaces of a large commercial jet.
Bill joined ExxonMobil’s Upstream Research Company in 2001 where he supported
a variety of projects with finite element analysis of deepwater riser systems. He also
worked with a team conducting research in the area of vortex induced vibration of
long tubular structures with a focus on developing improved modeling approaches
to predict fatigue damage due to excitation from vortex shedding.
Bill is currently supervisor of the Offshore Structures at ExxonMobil Development
Company. The group is composed of structural, geotechnical, and weight engineers
and provides engineering support to a worldwide portfolio of projects from concept
selection through installation.
Bill will present “An Operator’s Perspective on Weight Engineering Challenges in the
Upstream Oil and Gas Industry.” His presentation will provide a brief introduction
to the scope of projects in the upstream oil and gas industry and will provide an
operating company’s perspective on why effective management of weight through
the full cycle of the project is important to project success. Weight engineering
challenges faced in both offshore and onshore projects will be discussed along with
ways that the weight engineer can influence a project.
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Marine Systems Workshop
Omni Ballrooms C–D
Dominick Cimino
NAVSEA

William Boze
Huntington Ingalls
Industries, Inc

The Marine Systems Standards and Practices Committee Workshop
brings together the marine community of mass properties engineers
who are involved in marine vehicle design, construction, and overhaul/
maintenance activities. This workshop is a means for government and
industry representatives to openly exchange information, ideas, technology,
best industry practices, and lessons learned in order to advance the state
of the art in mass property estimating, calculating, and weight control
techniques.
This year’s workshop will focus mainly on the status of generating several
new standards and a few revisions, coupled with other marine initiatives
geared towards improving the mass properties community. Topics will
include but not be limited to:
A review of the Marine Industry SAWE Recommended Practice (SRP)
initiatives:
SRP M- 9 - Shipboard Weight Surveys – Recognize the completion
of this standard issued in 2011. The project leads were A.J. Bierbauer
and Ron Nicholson, Huntington Ingalls Industries.
SRP # 12, Weight Control Requirements for Surface Ships – Discuss
progress and schedule for completing this standard. The project leaders
are Chris Filiopoulos (NAVSEA) and Alan Titcomb (Huntington Ingalls
Industries).
New SRP – Weight Control Technical Requirements for Submarines
- Discuss progress and schedule for completing this standard. The
project lead is David Tellet (NAVSEA).
New SRP – Expanded Ship Work Breakdown System (ESWBS)
Weight Classification Guidance - Discuss progress and schedule for
completing this standard. The project leads are Matt Yoder (NAVSEA)
and Bill Garzke (CSC). This SRP is a joint effort with SNAME and a draft
MOA between SAWE and SNAME needs to be formalized.
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New SRP – Weight Control Technical Requirements for Commercial
Ships – Discuss progress and schedule for completing this standard.
Project lead is Bruce Waldman, General Dynamics - NASSCO.
New SRP – Weight Validation by Measurement – Introduce a new
SRP and discuss progress and schedule for completing this standard.
Project lead is Bill Boze, Huntington Ingalls Industries.
New SRP – Mass Properties Requirements for Marine Design
Software – Introduce a new SRP and discuss progress and schedule
for completing this standard. Project lead is Alan Titcomb, Huntington
Ingalls Industries.
Revision to SRP # 14, Weight Estimating and Margin Manual for
Marine Vehicles – Discuss the proposal to rename and re-work to align
with marine standards and vision. Project lead TBD.
Revision to SRP # 15, Vendor Weight Control for the Marine
Industry – Discuss revision to include interface requirements and
documents. Project lead Alan Titcomb, Huntington Ingalls Industries.
Currency review of SRP # 13, Standard Coordinate Systems for
Reporting Mass Properties of Marine Vehicles, Revision 1.1
Currency review of SRP # 17, Weight Distribution and Moments of
Inertia for Marine Vehicles Revision 1.0
A Discussion of Proposed Ideas and Issues from 68th and 69th
Conferences:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Improved Process for Issuing Standards Quicker
Provide improved standard template for SRPs
Desire these RP’s be more electronically friendly and interactive
Increased marine organization membership
Mentoring of Universities
Aligning SAWE and SNAME standards
Marine SPC Co-Chairs assistance to committee members in securing
support for workshop attendance

At the conclusion of the session, the marine workshop will have a refreshed
path for the way ahead regarding potential improvements to the Marine
Industry standards and a plan to pursue these initiatives and process
improvements during the next year as well as assigned project leads to the
various initiatives.
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Missiles and Space Systems Workshop
Conference Room A
Glen Richbourg
Lockheed Martin
Amanda Cutright
NASA Langley Research
The SAWE Space and Missile Systems Workshop provides a forum
for addressing and coordinating the development and updating of the
Society’s Recommended Practices (RP) related to launch vehicles, missiles,
propulsion, satellites, and space systems. The session also provides a
means for Government and Industry to address pertinent issues affecting
our discipline in the product areas in which we work.
This workshop has the responsibility to maintain SAWE Recommended
Practices 6, 9, 10, 11, and 16. These documents need to be reviewed
periodically and updated to improve, maintain relevance, or retire if
required. This workshop also needs to be aware of the development of
other standards or practices that affect our products. A plan for reviewing
SAWE RPs and other related documents will be discussed. The Space and
Missiles Systems workshop is also making itself available to support the
development of Functional Recommended Practices.
For more information contact: Glen Richbourg at 408-743-1877,
glen.richbourg@lmco.com or Amanda Cutright at 757-864-9334,
Amanda.M.Cutright@nasa.gov.
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Military Aircraft Workshop
Westchase C
Chris Bowser
Naval Air Systems Command

Scott Larson
Lockheed Martin
The Military Aircraft Workshop is designed to advance mass properties
control and management for military aircraft. This workshop brings
together representatives from the military services and aircraft industry to
discuss and approve recommended engineering practices for establishing
systems to meet weight, balance, and inertia requirements. It also serves
as a forum for openly discussing topics of mutual interest to the mass
properties engineering community.
The objective of the workshop is to develop products and share information
that benefits you, the workshop attendees. As such, you have an opportunity
to influence the success and the direction of the workshop with your ideas
and input. Active participation is highly encouraged. Potential topics for
this year’s workshop include:
• Service/Industry announcements
• Military Aircraft Recommended Practices (RPs 7 and 8)
• Panel Discussion - Mass Properties Engineering – A Look Into the
Future
• Roadmap for Future Workshops
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Airline Affairs Workshop
Westchase B
Patrick Mitchell
The Boeing Company
Ed Davis
The Boeing Company
The Committee on Aviation Environmental Protection (CAEP) is an ICAO/UN
Organization that is looking into the possibility of regulation of the Carbon Dioxide
emissions of airplanes. Although much of this work is still preliminary, significant
attention and support for these studies is ongoing.
One of the parametrics being considered for the measurement of CO2 emissions (but
not the only parametric being considered) is the airplane Standard Airplane Empty
Weight (SAEW).  Currently, SAWE is being asked if we can establish a standard SAEW
definition that can be used for all airplanes (large and small, passenger, and
freighter) for the determination of Carbon Dioxide emissions of airplanes. It is
apparent that the CAEP will be looking to the airplane manufacturers and SAWE
for this SAEW determination, not the airlines.
At the Houston Conference, we will be continuing these discussions. Hopefully,
we can then conclude and agree on an SAEW that can be used as a parametric
for the measurement of CO2 emissions (if SAEW is the determined parametric for
CO2 emissions). Until the conference, please use Edward Davis (edward.w.davis@
boeing.com) as a point of contact for the on-going discussions.

Other topics that we hope to discuss are:
How can an airline become more conscious about In-service Fleet Weight
Savings?
What is the status of OBWBS?
How can we attract more airlines back to SAWE and the SAWE Conference?
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Offshore Marine Workshop
Chancellor Suite
Andy Schuster
SBM Offshore

Dave Bennett
Project Services Network
In its third year meeting the SAWE Offshore Marine Systems Workshop continues
its goal of providing a forum for addressing and coordinating weight control issues
and standards related to the offshore industry. This yearís agenda includes:
• Review the ISO 19901-5 Standard Revision progress
• Review of ISO 19901-5 Informative Appendices
• Discuss SAWE offshore specific recommended practices not covered in the
Informative Appendices of 19901-5
• Discuss how we can collaborate with API, SNAME, NMF, etc.
Come and assist us in building this workshop which will take on increasingly more
importance with the expansion of new offshore business opportunities.

Needed — Deputy Vice Presidents
If any SAWE Member would like to experience the rewards of being more
involved with the Society at the International level, the following appointed
Vice Presidents are looking for Deputies to assist with some of the duties
of their offices. If you might be interested in one of these Deputy Vice
President positions, please contact the appropriate Vice President:
Vice President – Internet Operations
andy.brooks@sawe.org
Vice President – Publications
bob.ridenour@sawe.org
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Wednesday, May 18, 2011
8 a.m. – Noon
Marine Systems Design and
Land Vehicle Technology
Christos Filiopoulos

Omni Ballrooms C–D

Naval Sea Systems Command

Alan Titcomb

Huntington Ingalls Industries, Inc

The Marine Systems Design track covers aspects of Mass Properties Engineering for vehicles
and systems that operate in a marine environment. Topics include:
• Surface Ships – Large, Small, Commercial
• Submarines – Military or Commercial
• Offshore Platforms and Structures
• Unmanned/Remotely-piloted Vehicles
• Developing technical publications and standards in support of the marine industry
The Land Vehicle Technology track covers aspects of Mass Properties Engineering for land
vehicles and systems that operate in a ground based environment. Topics include:
• Civilian Automotives - Automobiles & Light Trucks
• Commercial Land Vehicles - Heavy Trucks, Trains, Constuction, Earth Moving, Mining
Vehicles
• Commercial Transportation Vehicles - Buses, Locomotives, Monorail, Light Rail, &
Trams
• Military Land Vehicles - Manned & Unmanned
• Recreational Land Vehicles - ATVs, Motorcycles (on & off road), Golf Carts
3522 International Weight Control Standard for the Offshore Oil & Gas Industry
			 - Dave Bennett, Project Services Network
Sponsor Presentation: ShipWeight
3527 Submarine Asymmetric Margin Selection
			 - David Tellet, U.S. Naval Sea Systems Command
Sponsor Presentation: Huntington Ingalls Industries, Inc.
3529 An Approach Towards Estimating and Validating Ship Stowage and Stowage Content
Weight
			 - William Boze, Huntington Ingalls Industries, Inc
Break
P1
Weight Reduction of an Offshore Wave Energy Generator
			 - Rick Watkins, Altair Engineering
Exhibitor Presentation: Dynamic Materials Corp
P2
Ballasting Semi-Submersibles by using Systems of Equations
		
- Adam Richards, SBM Atlantia
3521 Mass Properties and Automotive Vertical Acceleration
			 - Brian Weigand, Retired
3528 Mass Properties and Automotive Lateral Acceleration
			 - Brian Weigand, Retired
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Rob Gilchrist
The Boeing Company

Ed Davis
The Boeing Company

William Boze
Huntington Ingalls
Industries, Inc

Wednesday, May 18, 2011, 1:30 p.m. – 5 p.m.
Flight Technology - Manned, Student Papers, and Miscellaneous Subjects

Omni Ballrooms C–D

The Flight Technology – Manned track covers aspects of Mass Properties Engineering as
they relate to manned aircraft or autonomous unmanned craft that operate in an aircraft
environment. Topics include:
• Aircraft Design – Civil, Commercial, Military
• Useful Load – Handling Passengers, Cargo, Baggage, Fuel, etc.
• V/STOL, STOVL, and Non-Standard Designs
• Seaplanes, Volantors, and Hybrid Vehicles
• Warping, Morphing, and Non-static Structures
The Student Papers and Miscellaneous track covers student projects related to various Mass
Properties Engineering categories (as may be covered in the other industry related tracks)
and industry topics that may not fit appropriately in the other technical tracks. Topics and
discussions could be very wide ranged.
3536 Horizontal Tail Plane Weight Drivers Analysis in Preliminary Aircraft Design
		
-Ruben Gonzalez, Airbus
P3
Enterprise Mass Properties Management
		
- Orlando Martinez, HE Aviation
Exhibitor Presentation: CMW
3533 Curious Questions (and answers) Regarding Weighing of Commercial Transport
Aircraft
			 - Ed Davis, The Boeing Company
3520 New Automatic Program for Ditching Analysis
			 - Avi Ben-Shall, Israel Aircraft Industries
Student Papers
…TBD
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George Lindberg
Vice President - Training
General Electrodynamics Corp

Errol Oguzhan, PE
Deputy VP-Online Training
Lockheed Martin Aeronautics
Anthony Primozich, PE
Deputy VP - Conference Training
US Air Force
Andy Schuster
Conference Training Coordinator
SBM Atlantia

The Society of Allied Weight Engineers Training committee welcomes you to the
70th Annual International Conference on Mass Properties in beautiful Houston,
Texas. We have the following slate of classes for your professional development.
These classes are offered to expand your expertise as a Mass Properties Engineer
(MPE), and we hope that many of you registered for classes in fields outside of
your area of expertise or industry. We hope that after taking these classes you
will emerge more knowledgeable and learn how special the discipline of weight
engineering is across the multiple industries. We have a track record of delivering
excellent training and hope you will enjoy it with us here in Houston.

Ship Inclining Experiment
William Fox, SAWE Fellow, Alion/JJMA - Retired

Saturday, May 14, 2011. 8 AM – 5 PM Westchase B-C
The objectives of this one-day class are to provide the student with
an introduction to the principles of naval architecture and marine
terminology, and to discuss and demonstrate the inclining of a vessel to determine
its weight and center of gravity. ASTM F 1321-90, Standard Guide for Conducting
a Stability Test, will be used as a text for this class. Following the classroom
session, the class will travel to and board a vessel for a practical demonstration of
an inclining. A brief light ship survey will be completed, drafts and specific gravity
of the water will be taken, and inclining weight will be moved to obtain a plot of
tangents and inclining moments. The resulting data will be processed and the
vessel’s light ship displacement and centers of gravity will be determined at the
conclusion. The class will conclude with a short open-book test and exercise to
confirm that the student has gained an understanding of the theory and practice
of inclining a vessel.
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Principles of Weight Management in the
Offshore Oil Industry NEW!!
Sunday, May 15, 2011.
8 AM – Noon Westchase C
Andy Schuster, SAWE Fellow,
SBM Atlantia

David Bennett
Project Services Network

Regardless of a facility’s function or type, effective and accurate weight management
is a critical element of design, construction, and operation of an offshore oil
platform. Keeping a facility’s weight and center of gravity within predefined limits
can be challenging. However, application of proven principles and tools will result
in achieving these goals.
The principles involved in weight management for the offshore oil industry will
be presented and explained to develop an understanding behind such topics as
development of preliminary and detailed weight estimates, application of weight
contingencies and allowances to cover “known unknowns,” control of changes to
designs that impact weight, and weight saving techniques. Also for discussion will
be the manner in which to present weight information for the various data users:
costing, scheduling, transport, and lift contractors and others.
This training will assist technical and senior managers in developing a better
awareness of weight management as a tool for successful project completion.

Weight Estimating Methods for the
Offshore Oil Industry NEW!!
Sunday, May 15, 2011.
1 PM – 5 PM Westchase C
Andy Schuster, SAWE Fellow,
SBM Atlantia

David Bennett
Project Services Network

Due to the unique nature of design and construction of fixed and floating offshore
oil facilities (very few of which are identical), the oil industry relies on accurate
weight management to provide data to create information that is used for structural
design, cost estimating and determining the most efficient means of transporting,
lifting, or towing a completed platform from a fabrication facility to its installation
site.
Application of proven methods – based on historical weight data and experience –
are employed to determine preliminary weights for offshore structures. This early
data is used to calculate estimated design and fabrication costs that are part of
an overall feasibility analysis to determine the commercial viability of development
of an offshore oil field. Numerous technical (severe environmental conditions,
high production rates, corrosive environments, etc.) and monetary (high weight
equals high cost) challenges must be overcome before an owner is comfortable with
proceeding to exploit a new oil field from discovery to production.
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With floating production facilities being installed in water depths
approaching 10,000 feet, it is critical to develop the correct platform type:
semi-submersible, spar, FPSO (floating production, storage and offloading
vessel). Weight management is one of the key tools used to determine the
correct production scenario.
This training course will highlight the importance of weight management
in the oil industry, present several of the methods typically used to create
preliminary estimates of weight and center of gravity, and walk through an
example of estimating preliminary weight and CG data for a floating offshore
platform.

Aircraft Weight and Balance Course
Tom Oole, SAWE Honorary Fellow, USAF-Retired

Sunday, May 15, 2011. 8 AM - 5 PM Westchase B
Monday, May 16, 2011. 9 AM - 6 PM Offsite
This two-day course assumes a basic knowledge of weight and balance.
The class will demonstrate and teach proper procedures for weighing and
completing forms for military aircraft. The intent of this class is to provide
the student with an understanding of the weight and balance system within
the United States Air Force and “pitfalls” involved in weighing aircraft.
Students should bring basic calculators, paper, and pens/pencils for use
in examples and exercises. Students should also dress appropriately for the
trip to the aircraft hangar. Wear rubber‑soled, closed‑toed shoes.

Measurement of Mass Properties
Jerry Pierson, SAWE Honorary Fellow, Lockheed-Martin

Monday, May 16, 2011. 8 AM – 5 PM Westchase B-C

This class will demonstrate and teach Mass Properties measuring techniques
for missiles and control surfaces. The Mass Properties measurement class
will contain both a classroom presentation and a laboratory session. The
class will consist of approximately three hours of lecture and five hours
of hands-on laboratory session with participants making mass properties
measurements. The classroom discussion will include Mass definition and
Mass measurement techniques. Force measurement methods such as
spring scales, load cells, strain gauges, and rebalance technology will be
discussed. The MOI definition and its relationship to torque and acceleration
and measurement techniques will be included. The definition of Product of
Inertia (POI) will be discussed and how it relates to Principle Axes definition,
measurement, and calculation techniques. Laboratory Exercises will include
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Mass measurement, MOI measurement using a torsion rod and the bifilar
method. POI measurement/calculation and Principle axis measurement/
calculation will be taught. It is the intent of this class to provide the student
with an understanding of the methods for measuring moment of inertia.
The class will conclude with the taking of a test to verify that the class
has provided the students with the basic understanding of how to measure
moment of inertia of a missile or a control surface.
Basic calculators will be needed for examples and exercises. Wear khakis or
jeans since you will be in a laboratory. Wear rubber soled shoes. No open
toed shoes please.

Airline Weight and Balance Operations
Brian Chapman, United Airlines, Retired

Wednesday, May 18, 2011. 8AM – 5PM Westchase B
This one-day class will discuss weight and balance topics as they relate to
Airline Operations. Though very basic aerodynamics will be introduced, the
majority of class time will be spent covering airline procedures for developing
and controlling weight and balance for aircraft fleets as well as individual
flight operations.
Class will address the development and application of computerized
weight and balance systems used by the largest airlines and development
and application of localized manual weight and balance systems used by
some regional carriers. Discussions will include a comparison of the two
systems.
Air Transport Association (ATA) standards and applicable Federal Aviation
Regulations (FAR) will be reviewed, as well as how airlines comply with these
rules. The class will provide a step-by-step demonstration and explanation
of how an airline prepares for introduction of a new aircraft into service and
the dynamics of how limitations are applied and interpreted to maximize
the revenue potential of each aircraft type. We will also cover statistical
analysis and substantiation of average weights airlines use for passengers
and baggage.
This class is intended to provide the students with an understanding of
weight and balance concepts and their application to airline operations.
A short test will be given at the end of the class to review conceptual
applications and compliance with regulatory requirements. Attendees may
keep the materials provided for operational reference. Basic calculators will
be needed for examples and exercises. Casual dress is recommended for
this class.
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Automated Weight and Balance System (AWBS)
Software Training
Pat McIntyre, General Electrodynamics Corporation

Wednesday, May 18, 2010. 8 AM – 5 PM Westchase C
This one-day class will present the features of the Automated Weight and Balance
Software in a hands-on training class. The class will begin with a discussion of
the terms and developmental history of AWBS, minimum system requirements,
and software installation. The basic approach of the class is to give computer
demonstrations followed by student exercises that will provide the students with
a good understanding of AWBS Version 9.2 features. Students will receive a
complete overview of the software features to support weight control programs
for military aircraft. The instructor will also allow time to address specific AWBS
needs and questions of the students. Students are required to bring their laptop
computer. A version of AWBS 9.2 will be required for the class.

ShipWeight North American User Group Meeting (SNAUG)
Thursday, May 19, 2010. 8 AM – 6 PM Conference Room A
In conjunction with the Society of Allied Weight Engineers Houston International
Conference on Mass Properties, we are pleased to host the 5th ShipWeight North
American User Group Meeting on May 19, 2011. The meeting will be of interest to
active ShipWeight users, as well as those who are considering acquiring it.
This year’s meeting will be focused on training and presentation of the new features
in the new ShipWeight release, ShipWeight 10.0. The meeting is also an excellent
opportunity to meet other ShipWeight users in an informal setting for exchanging
experiences and discussions on best practices. Last, but not least, it is a great
opportunity to provide feedback to us as developers of ShipWeight and participate
in making priorities for future development of the software.
Tentative Agenda:
•
New Features in ShipWeight 10.0
 Presentation of the new main window
 Data editing in playground/sandbox environment
 New net log and margin handling
 New import “wizard”
 And much more…
•
Frequently Overlooked Features
 Trend line analyses
 Code Mapping
•
User Presentation
 TBD
•
Reports
 Trend line reports
 Enhanced settings and filter capability for standard reports
 New report templates available with 10.0 release
•
Discussions
 Priority for future development
 TBD
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